
 
 
 

 
Dear Parent(s)/Guardian(s), 
 
On September 5th, 2006 McCammon Elementary became McCammon Traditional Elementary and opened its doors on 
the first day of school to a number of changes. One of these changes was a unifying school dress code that promoted 
school spirit and encouraged a positive learning environment. Working closely with the school community, the 
school’s Parent Advisory Council decided at that time on a school uniform for students consisting of a navy polo top 
with the McCammon crest on the left chest and khaki pants, shorts, or skirts. 
 
Over the past twelve years, the school has seen many changes. In recent years, the school PAC and school staff have 
observed students not fully abiding by the school uniform guidelines. This past school year, PAC decided that the 
student school uniform guidelines would once again be communicated with students and the school community to re-
establish consistency and continuity in uniforms. 
 
Student School Uniform Guidelines: 
Boys Uniforms 

• Khaki pants or shorts 
• McCammon polo, t-shirt or hoodie (non-McCammon short/long sleeve undershirts may be worn underneath 

the McCammon uniform top) 
 
Girls Uniforms 

• Khaki pants, shorts or skirt. Leggings can be worn BUT must have a khaki bottom over it. 
• McCammon polo, t-shirt or hoodie (non-McCammon short/long sleeve undershirts may be worn underneath 

the McCammon uniform top) 
 

*uniform tops must be visible and all hoodies worn in school MUST be the McCammon hoodie* 
 
The McCammon PAC and staff will be working with students to remind them of the uniform dress code. Students not 
abiding to the uniform dress code will be asked to go to the office where a PAC representative will assist them with 
clothing that conforms to the uniform dress code. In these situations, students will be called back to the office at the 
end of day to get changed and all uniform items loaned out that day will be washed. A reminder notice to parents 
about the uniform dress code will also be sent home with students in these situations. 
 
Thank you in advance for continuing to assist your child(ren) with wearing appropriate uniform items to school each 
day. Our school uniforms is one of many ways that enables us to develop strong community and togetherness. 
 
If you have questions please email McCammon PAC at mccammon-pac@sd33.bc.ca. 
 
Sincerely, 
McCammon PAC & School Staff 

 

School Uniforms 
 


